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A chair where details abound
- Normann Copenhagen presents the Just Chair, designed by Iskos-Berlin
Just is a simple and understated stackable shell chair with lots of personality and character that is as beautiful when seen from
below as from above. The frame is discretely tucked into the chair's moulded shell, and the shell's tapering thickness gives it a
friendly and welcoming expression.
When designing Just, the designer duo Iskos-Berlin looked to the essence of a chair. They started out with the shape of a chair as a
child would typically draw it, with legs that seem to protrude directly out of the seat. They have transferred this visual effect to the
Just Chair, where a steel frame is uniquely countersunk into the underside of the shell, suddenly transforming the chair into a
harmonic and naturally unified whole.
Iskos-Berlin say: "Just is not born out of the desire to design a different chair. On the contrary, we wanted to use innovative
moulding and assembly techniques to achieve an elegant and subtle result, full of hidden details. Good design does not necessarily
have to make a lot of fuss - those who want to will see the details."
Just Chair comes in a distinctive black version or in oak or ash. Just also comes in natural with a striking coloured edge in black, red
or grey. The chair fits into most furniture schemes, and is ideal both around the dinner table and in the kitchen.
Colours: Ash/chrome, oak/chrome, black/black/black, ash/black /black, ash/red/chrome, ash/ grey/chrome
Material: Ash veneer & steel
Dimensions: H: 79 cm x L: 53 cm x D: 53 cm
Price: Euro 220 / GBP 190 / USD 290

You can download full-resolution images at www.normann-copenhagen.com/press (no login required).
Your readers can find more information at www.normann-copenhagen.com/just
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